Free Movement and Schengen
A No Borders Europe
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Schengen border controls: list of locations where borders controls are currently reinstalledSource: European Commission
•
•
•
•
•
•

Germany: at all internal borders with a special focus at the German-Austrian land border
Austria: at all internal borders with a special focus on the Austrian-Slovenian and Austrian-Hungarian land borders
Sweden: at all internal borders with a special focus on selected harbours in the Police Region South and West and the
Öresund Bridge

Norway: at all internal borders with a special focus on all ports with ferry connections to Sweden, Germany and Denmark
Denmark: at all internal borders with a special focus on ferries arriving from Germany and on the Danish-German land
border

France: in relation to the COP21, the state of emergency after the Paris attacks, Euro 2016 and Tour de France, at all its
internal land borders and air borders

Schengen statistics: direct effects of re-introduction of border controls
Movement of people: commuters and tourists

1.7 million people in the Schengen border-free area cross daily what used to be a national border on their way to work. Estimates on the costs of re-imposing border controls for commuters and other travellers range from €1.3 to €5.2 billion. [Bruegel,
European Commission]
Estimates on the associated loss in footfall for the tourism sector range between 5 and 25 percent, or alternatively a loss of 13
million tourist nights at a cost of €1.2 billion. The cost for the tourism industry could even increase by up to €10 - €20 billion if
Schengen was abandoned altogether. [Jacques Delors Institute, European Commission]

Movement of goods: trade

Each year, 1.700 million tonnes of goods, worth €2.800 billion in value, cross internal Schengen borders. The reintroduction of
border controls would, first of all, impact the transport sector to the tune of an estimated additional €1.7 to €7.5 billion a year.
In the long run, border controls could decrease trade between Schengen countries by 10 to 20%. The total impact of border
controls on the Schengen Area economy could impact total GDP by estimates ranging from 0.8 percent to 2.7 percent. [France
Stratégie, European Commission]

Border Controls

The re-establishment of borders will also bring administrative and infrastructural costs. Estimates run from €0.6 to €5.8 billion a
year, generally tending towards the higher estimate. The infrastructure costs would add several billion euros on to this. [Jacques
Delors Institute, European Commission]
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To see this and other European Movement International policies, please take a look at our website:

www.europeanmovement.eu/policies

Free movement and the Schengen Agreement are not the causes of the challenges facing Europe. The unravelling of Schengen will neither make Europe stronger nor more able to solve
its problems. On the contrary, the re-establishment of national borders would thwart the
European idea, take away citizens’ rights, and negatively impact our economic recovery.”
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